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USING LASER POWER METER

First, determine if your system has a Left Beam Path or Right Beam Path. This is easily 
determined by switching on the laser system. If the Lens goes to the top right, the system has a 
Right Home. If the Lens goes to the top left, the system has a Left Home.

Use the corresponding directions for the home position for you laser. Using the correct home 
position and placement of the meter is critical for accurate readings.

Directions for Left Home

Focus Preparation
1. Clean your laser optics before starting this process. For instructions on cleaning your 

laser optics, please refer to our Cleaning Laser Optics TechTip. 

2. Once your laser optics are clean, you will need to set your focus. 
 - If you are using a Digital Z axis, set your focus to .475 in. 
 - If you are using Manual Focus, use the focus tool and focus on the Black 
  Measurement Pad. 
 - Do not use Auto Focus.

Vector Graphic Preparation
1. Using your graphic layout software, create a ½ inch circle for vectoring. Select the 

circle and duplicate it, 5 additional times placing each circle on top of the next. 

2. Position the vector circles in the Top Left corner centered exactly ½ inch on the 
Vertical (X) axis and ½ inch in on the Horizontal (Y) axis. Select all vector circles and 
print the vector job to your laser. 

3. Position the power meter horizontally against the ruler on the top of your laser bed. 
Be sure the Black Measurement Pad is at the Top Left side of the laser bed. 

4. Use power settings of 100 Power and 5 Speed. It is important that the laser is 
vectoring during the measurement period of the power meter.
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Taking Laser Power Measurements
1. Press and hold the Red Button in the middle of the power meter. Wattage 

measurement starts when the Red Button is released. 

2. Release the button, and quickly shut the laser system door and immediately start the 
print job. 
 - The beam should be on the Black Measuring Pad on the power meter. After 6-8  
  seconds, the meter will beep, signaling the end of the measurement. 
 - Vectoring of the circles on the Black Measuring Pad must occur up to or past  
  the beep signaling the end of the measurement period. 

3. Record the measurement indicated on the LCD screen of the power meter. 

4. Repeat steps 1 thru 3 of Testing your Laser’s Power approximately 4-5 times and 
average the readings. Allow 1-2 minutes between measurements to allow power 
meter to cool down. Typical measurement should be 3-5% less than the rated power 
of the laser tube which compensates for the absorption of the mirrors and lens. 

5. Note: After each measurement is complete, the meter will give a series of short 
beeps indicating the display will shut off.

Vector Graphic Preparation
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Directions for Right Home

Focus Preparation
1. Clean your laser optics before starting this process. For instructions on cleaning your 

laser optics, please refer to our Cleaning Laser Optics TechTip. 

2. Once your laser optics are clean, you will need to set your focus. 
 - If you are using a Digital Z axis, set your focus to .475 in. 
 - If you are using Manual Focus, use the focus tool and focus on the Black 
  Measurement Pad. 
 - Do not use Auto Focus.

Safety Precautions: It is not advised that you disable any safety switches to complete this test. 
If several measurements are taken in succession, the power meter may overheat. The meter 
will not be damaged, simply allow it to cool down before proceeding.
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Vector Graphic Preparation
1. Using your graphic layout software, create a ½ inch circle for vectoring. Select the 

circle and duplicate it, 5 additional times placing each circle on top of the next. 

2. Position the vector circles in the Top Right corner centered exactly ½ inch on the 
Vertical (X) axis and ½ inch in on the Horizontal (Y) axis. Select all vector circles and 
print the vector job to your laser. 

3. Position the power meter horizontally against the ruler on the top of your laser bed. 
Be sure the Black Measurement Pad is at the Top Right side of the laser bed. 

4. Use power settings of 100 Power and 5 Speed. It is important that the laser is 
vectoring during the measurement period of the power meter.

Vector Graphic Preparation
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Taking Laser Power Measurements
1. Press and hold the Red Button in the middle of the power meter. Wattage 

measurement starts when the Red Button is released. 

2. Release the button, and quickly shut the laser system door and immediately start the 
print job. 
 - The beam should be on the Black Measuring Pad on the power meter. After 6-8  
  seconds, the meter will beep, signaling the end of the measurement. 
 - Vectoring of the circles on the Black Measuring Pad must occur up to or past  
  the beep signaling the end of the measurement period. 

3. Record the measurement indicated on the LCD screen of the power meter. 

4. Repeat steps 1 thru 3 of Testing your Laser’s Power approximately 4-5 times and 
average the readings. Allow 1-2 minutes between measurements to allow power 
meter to cool down. Typical measurement should be 3-5% less than the rated power 
of the laser tube which compensates for the absorption of the mirrors and lens. 

5. Note: After each measurement is complete, the meter will give a series of short 
beeps indicating the display will shut off.

Safety Precautions: It is not advised that you disable any safety switches to complete this test. 
If several measurements are taken in succession, the power meter may overheat. The meter 
will not be damaged, simply allow it to cool down before proceeding.


